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Abstract 

There is a large need of internet applications that requires data to be transmitted in a more secure way. 
Steganography and cryptography helps in providing data security. Steganography hides the continuation of 
message by inserting data in some other digital media like image or audio or video format and Cryptography 
converts data in to cipher text that can be in unreadable format to normal user. For appealing the defence of 
data thrashing and communication over network, the anticipated system uses cryptographic algorithm along 
with Steganography. In the anticipated system, the file which we want to make protected is firstly compressed 
to shrink in size and then the compressed data is transformed into cipher text by using AES cryptographic 
algorithm and then the encrypted data is concealed in the image. Genetic Algorithm is used for pixel assortment 
of image where data is to be concealed so that detection of clandestine information become multifarious.  
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1. Introduction 

Cryptography and Steganography are well known and widely used modus operandi that control information 
(messages) in order to cipher or conceal their reality correspondingly.Steganography is the art and science of 
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converse in a way which conceal the reality of the communication.Cryptography scuttle a message so it cannot 
be implicit; the Steganography conceal the message so it cannot be perceive. 
Steganography conceal the reality of message by implant data in some other digital media like image or audio 
or video system and Cryptography renovate data in to cipher text that can be in unreadable arrangement to 
normal user. In this work we will spotlight to build up a system, which uses both cryptography and 
steganography for better privacy and security. Even if we merge these modus operandi straight forwardly, there 
is a chance that the intruder may distinguish the original message. Therefore, our proposal is to apply both of 
them simultaneously with more security levels and to get a very highly secured system for data hiding.  
In our new system to prevent the impact ofSteganalysis method,Genetic Algorithm is used for pixel assortment 
of image where data is to be concealed so that discovery of secret information become multifarious. Using 
genetic algorithms the system will become computationally impracticable to break. Genetic algorithms are a 
family of computational models belonging to the class of heuristic evolutionary algorithms.  
The key aim of the proposed work is to enhance the stenographic data potency by integrate the soft-computing 
facet in the data feature selection. In order to successfully achieve the proposed aim, the following task are 
involved- 
1. Study of cryptographic techniques:In this phase the different modus operandi of cryptography and data 
hiding techniques are studied. In this phase the adoptable procedure is realized from the study. 
2. Study of recently developed image steganography techniques:In this phase the different modern 
cryptographic techniques and image steganography techniques are studied for finding the suitable procedure of 
image steganography. 
3. Design and develop an efficient image steganography technique:In this phase a new steganography 
procedure is developed using the soft-computing approach and implemented with the JAVA technology. 
4. Performance analysis of the proposed technique: In this phase the performance of the proposed procedure 
is estimated to show the effectiveness of proposed technique. 
2. Literature Summery 
2.1 Cryptography: 
The original data that has to be put on the air is called plaintext, the one that can be decipherable and 
comprehensible either by a person or by a computer. Whereas the camouflaged data so-called cipher text, 
which is scribbled, neither human nor machine can properly practice it until it is decrypted. A system or 
product that provides encryption and decryption is called cryptosystem. 
There are various kinds of cryptographic schemes and techniques are available. Based on the nature of 
encryption, these algorithms can be classified into two broad categories- Symmetric and Asymmetric key 
encryption. 
2.2 Steganography  
Steganography is the rehearsal of conceal a file, message, image, or video within another file, message, image, 
or video. So steganography is covered writing. The main reason of steganography is to obscure the fact of 
communication. In this the sender implanted its message into the text, image, video, or audio file so that 
hackers will not be conscious of the message.   
2.3 Image Steganography Techniques 
Methods of image steganography can be divided into two groups [2]. 
Transform Domain method - In the Transform Domainmethod, images are first distorted and then 
themessage is entrenched in the cover image [3]. 
The Transform Domain steganography methods hide messages in more noteworthy areas of the cover image, 
and this necessitate the cover image to split into high, middle and low occurrence mechanism. Since most of 
the signal energy is concentrated in the inferior frequencies, which is very important in visibility, therefore, 
secret data is embedded in the superior frequencies in order to avoid image deformation. 
Good defence and toughness against statistical attack and image manoeuvring are the most significant 
compensation of these methods. However, high computational intricacy is the main apprehension here.   
Spatial Domain methods - In the Spatial Domain methods, messages are entrenched in the intensity of the 
pixels unswervingly. One of the popular methods is to embed secret messages into the swathe image by directly 
manoeuvre the least-significant bit (LSB) plane [4, 5]. In LSB substitution, LSB bits of cover image is replaced 
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with secret bits. One significant negative aspect of this method is that the secret message can be detected very 
straightforwardly [6].Although it is not the best stenographic technique, it is appeal studying it because of its 
effortlessness. 
2.4 Related Work 
This section provides the understanding of the recently made efforts on the steganography and the different 
approaches developed. 
M. Vijay et al [7] proposed a  work, in which Integer Wavelet Transform is performed on a gray level cover 
image and in turn embeds the message bit stream into the LSB's of the integer wavelet coefficients of a the 
image . The main reason of the anticipated work is to spotlight on civilizing embedding aptitude and bring 
down the deformation occurring in the image. The modification of the algorithm plays an significant role to 
achieve higher implant capability and low deformation rate. The experimental results prove that the evaluation 
metric such as PSNR is enhanced in a high way. The experimental outcome show that the algorithm has a high 
competence and a good invisibility.                                                                                       
DebiprasadBandyopadhyay et al [8] present a narrative approach of edifice a secure data trouncing modus 
operandi in digital images. The image steganography modus operandi takes the advantage of limited power of 
human visual system (HVS). It uses image as cover media for implant secret message. In this paper a technique 
is proposed to encrypt the secret bits of the message based on chaos theory before implant into the cover image. 
A 3-3-2 LSB insertion method has been used for image steganography. Investigational results show a sizeable 
enhancement in the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Image Fidelity (IF) value of the anticipated 
technique over the base technique of 3-3-2 LSB insertion. 
In this paper,LovepreetKaur et al [9] proposed method which using Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) and 
neural network. Using Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), input image is separated into blocks and is 
progression to produce quantization matrix of cover and stego images. The neural network is qualified using 
LSB bit value. On the basis of guidance and segmentation done, neural network provide resourceful 
arrangement where data can be combine. Trial demonstrates that the anticipated loom gives better PSNR and 
MSE value. 
LSB algorithm is used to hide the secret messages by using algorithm. LSB changes the image declaration quite 
clear as well as it is easy to assault. It is clear that LSB changes the image declaration when the least 
noteworthy bits add in the binary image format, so that image quality become burst and there become so much 
difference in the original image and encoded image in the respect of image quality. So to overcome this 
problem, KratiVyas et al [10] suggested adjust the LSB technique so that we can get same image quality as it 
has before the encoding. The basic idea to get good image excellence, by modifying the unseen procedure of 
LSB, In this step they will hide two bits by two bits by taking like values. 
Here NamitaTiwari et al [11] are using image as a means for covering in order. Spatial sphere of influence 
image Steganography has been used for the employment because of its compatibility to images. Purpose of this 
paper is to increase the capability of hidden data in a way that security could be maintained. In the current work 
MSB of the erratically selected pixel have been used as pointer. Result investigation has been performed on the 
basis of different parameters like PSNR, MSE and capacity. 
Rashi Singh et al [12] gives a review of steganography, its various modus operandi, its advantages and 
disadvantages, applications, it’s merging with cryptography techniques. 
 
3. Proposed work 
The given section provides the comprehensive sympathetic of the anticipated work and their involved issues 
and feature. Moreover a sweeping model is also provided in this section that provides the solution line of attack 
of the proposed work. 
3.1 Domain overview 
In workstation based digital data security, the different techniques i.e. cryptography and steganography is 
habitually used, for recuperating security during the data substitute and network communiqué. In our presented 
model the key intention is to study both techniques for securing data from untrustworthy client. The anticipated 
model is based on image steganography and data cryptographic procedure. Thus a number of research articles 
are studied and it is acquire that traditional image steganographic techniques are mostly used with the LSB or 
MSB based concepts, chaos map based techniques and substitution based are also used to hide the precious 
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data. But these procedures are computationally outlay effective and needs a long operation time for trouncing 
data on the key image. 
In image steganography the image information is used to conceal the data, the data that has to be hidden can be 
an image, text or other sensitive or private information  that is required to put on the air in unreliable 
environment. Therefore the presentwork offer an innovative modus operandi that hide different formats of data 
in intention image. This is executed by choosing the pixels and integrates data on it. Therefore for picking the 
most favourable pixels in a given image for hiding data, the feature assortment technique can help. Thus the 
proposed technique involves the execution of the soft computing based modus operandi namely genetic 
algorithm, which is used to select the best possible pixels for integrating the data. Since genetic algorithm is a 
heuristic based technique. Therefore fewer modifications are required in the conventional genetic algorithm for 
directpixel selection. The next section provides the study of conventional genetic algorithm.  
3.2 Genetic Algorithm 
Genetic algorithm is genetically inspired search process based on Darwin’s theory of survival of fittest that 
finds the best possible solution in huge multidimensional search space. The available solutions are genetically 
treated to find the fittest response among a number of solutions, which is basically an iterative method for 
determine more apposite elucidation. This search technique guarantees to find the close to best elucidation, 
better than find with traditional techniques. The genetic algorithms use the three main operators for solution 
discovery: reproduction, natural selection and diversity of the genes. [12] 
Genetic Algorithms process a pair of solution. These solutions are the sequence of symbols that are competing 
in solution space. The new generation is produced using the selection process and genetically inspired 
operators. The brief explanation of the overall search process is given as: 
Generate initial population– The genetic algorithms are kick off with the randomly engender progression, 
with the allowed binaries for the genes.  
Check for termination of the algorithm–To stop the genetic algorithm a stopping criteria is required to fix for 
finding the optimum solution or fixed number of function evaluations. It is possible to stop the genetic 
optimization process by using  

1. value of the fitness function,  
2. Maximal number of iterations, 
3. and fixing the number of generation 

Selection –It is a process of selecting the optimum symbols among all individuals, in this situation for deciding 
the new population two operators are used namely crossover and mutation. In this state the scaling of sequences 
is performed and using these best n individuals is transferred to the new generation. The elitism guarantees, that 
the value of the optimization function cannot produces the worst results. 
Crossover – Crossover is basically the process of recombination. The individuals are chosen by selection and 
recombined with each other. Using this new sequence is obtained. 
Mutation –Random change on some of the genes guarantees that even if none of the individuals contain the 
required solution genes, it is still possible to generate them using the mutation process by randomizing the 
search.   
New generation –Selected individuals from the selection process combined with those genes that are processed 
with the crossover and mutation for next generation development. 
According to the found description in [13] the classical genetic algorithm can described using the below given 
genetic pseudo code. 

 
 

Fig. 1 Flowchart of Genetic Algorithm 
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3.3 Proposed technique  
The figure 2 shows the proposed working model for image steganography. The components of the proposed 
model are described as: 
Input data:It is message which is required to hide, thus the proposed system usage the file formats by which 
the message is produced as input to the system that can be in any format but need to compare the data size to be 
hide because the large data on small image cannot be hidden. 
Compression:Larger data form the key image is first compressed using the compression algorithm or using the 
ZIP utility. This reduces the size of original data which is required to hide in a given key image.   
AES algorithm for Cryptography:   
This algorithm specifies the Rijndael algorithm, a symmetric block cipher that can process data blocks of 128 
bits, using cipher keys with lengths of 128, 192, and 256 bits. The input, the output and the cipher key for 
Rijndael are each bit sequences containing 128, 192 or 256 bits with the constraint that the input and output 
sequences have the same length. The length of the input and output sequences can be any of the three allowed 
values but for the AES the only length allowed is 128.    

 
Fig. 2 Proposed Model 
  
Operation: Plain text can be of 16, 24, 32 bytes. It consists of 16, 12 or 14 rounds. 
Step 1: Byte Substitution- S-Box technique is used to produce corresponding text. 
Step 2: Shift Rows: Here 1st row is untouched & other three rows are shifted by variable amount. 
Step 3: Mix Columns: Four bytes of every column are mixed in a linear fashion. 
Step 4: Key Addition: Each byte is XORed with corresponding input byte and the result becomes the cipher 
text of this round. 
Cipher text: the generated cipher text from AES algorithm the data is processed again in this phase. Therefore 
first the entire data is converted into a four bit fixed blocks, which is used to replace the key image recovered 
bits of the pixels. Thus the substitution of LSB is performed on the basis of four bit. 
Key image:  The key image is the image which is used to hide the sensitive data. Therefore that can be used in 
any size depends upon the amount of data that is required to hide in image. 
Genetic algorithm: Genetic algorithm usage the three main phases selection, crossover &mutation. But the 
involved operators are usages the random selection process for searching the key data. Thus the recovery of 
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original data which is hidden in image is suspected. So it is need to add some heuristics during selection 
process to obtain the fixed set of pixels by evaluation of row and column pixels. 
3.4Modification on genetic algorithm/ Proposed Algorithm: 
Initially image is treated in the row manner and used for data embedding. If the data remains to hide thus the 
process hides the data in column based manner. Therefore the image of M X N are used and the selection of 
random rows of solution is used with the threshold input, in the following manner: 
Input: threshold T, number of row pixels N 
Process:  
1. Select row N*T index 
2. Remove selected index and resize the image  
3. Again count index = N*T 
4. Remove selected index and resize the image 
5. Selected index rows are cross over first by which new image row generated 
6. Find the low intensity pixel from selected sequences  
7. Embed data on pixels 
8. Repeat from 1 to 7 till entire data is hidden in the image. 
Pixel index: It is used to hide the data thus the selected pixels index are used to provide reference for algorithm 
processing. 
Data embedding:Embedded pixels of data is stored separately in a two dimensional vector to recover the 
output image.  
Output image: Finally generated image with hidden data which is transmitting in network.  
4. Conclusion: 
The work proposed in this paper can be summarized with the following points: 
1. We have presented a new replica for the combination of cryptography and Steganography using Genetic 
Algorithm for highly secured data communication in near future.  
2. The proposed method provides satisfactory image quality with very little deformation in the image i.e. higher 
PSNR Values of Stegno images. 
3. The main gain of this System is that the method used for encryption, AES, is very secure and the use of 
genetic algorithm in LSB Substitution Steganography technique make the revealing of data very inflexible. 
4. System uses the Compression algorithm to squash or reduce the size of the input file as a result takes the less 
period and less room in encryption and memory in that order. 
5. Objective function is used when we use Genetic Algorithm to optimize the parameters of system or in 
complex search process. Our area of  interest is to perform uniform single point crossover to generate complex 
cipher. 
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